July 26, 2021
The Honorable Tracy L. Renaud
Senior Official Performing the Duties of the Director
United States Citizenship and Immigration Services
United States Department of Homeland Security
Washington, DC 20528
RE: Modernization of Form I-9 Process
Dear Ms. Renaud:
SHRM, the Society for Human Resource Management, is the foremost expert, convener, and thought leader on
issues impacting today’s evolving workplaces. SHRM advocates on behalf of our 300,000+ HR professional and
business executive members globally for policies that ensure employer access to critical talent pipelines, promote
efficiency in the U.S. work-based immigration system and protect U.S. workers.
Many SHRM members manage human resources at small and medium-sized businesses that hire and employ foreign
nationals as either sponsored employment-based immigrants and non-immigrants, or as work-authorized foreign
nationals. Their employer's ability to prosper, thrive, and contribute to the U.S. economy relies on an immigration
system that is efficient, predictable, consistent, and transparent.
In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) announced flexibilities
on Form I-9 compliance requirements, permitting remote inspection of employee identity and employment
authorization documents (the “I-9 Flexibility Guidance”). In May 2021, SHRM surveyed its members on their
experience with the I-9 Flexibility Guidance, and the current employment verification process (see enclosed survey
results). Based on the survey findings, SHRM submits the enclosed policy recommendations and advocates for the
implementation of a permanent rule or policy that reinterprets USCIS’ current requirement of a physical inspection
of documents to mean “in -person”, thereby permitting a virtual inspection model for use in completing Section 2 of
Form I-9 by video conference. Removing the in-person requirement is critical to ensure the health, safety, and
welfare of HR professionals mainly tasked with completion of the Form I-9.
It is clear that the new workplace demands greater flexibility, and for that reason, SHRM submits the enclosed policy
recommendations and survey results for your review and consideration. We are confident these policies will provide
employers the clarity and guidance they need to confidently comply with I-9 requirements. SHRM is eager to partner
with DHS in building a 21st century immigration system that creates better workplaces and promotes American
prosperity. For further discussions on issues impacting workplace immigration, please contact Chenai Kirkpatrick at
Chenai.Kirkpatrick@shrm.org. Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Emily M. Dickens
Chief of Staff, Head of Government Affairs & Corporate Secretary
Enclosed:
1.
2.

SHRM I-9 Policy Recommendations
SHRM I-9 Modernization Survey Results

SHRM I-9 Policy Recommendations
In May 2021, SHRM, the Society for Human Resource Management, surveyed its members on their experience with
the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) flexibilities on Form I-9 compliance requirements, permitting
remote inspection of employee identity and employment authorization documents (the “I-9 Flexibility Guidance”),
and the employment verification process. Based on the survey findings, SHRM submits the following policy
recommendations for consideration:
SHRM advocates for the implementation of a permanent rule or policy that reinterprets USCIS’ current requirement
of a physical inspection of documents to mean “in-person,” permitting a virtual inspection model for use in
completing Section 2 of Form I-9 by video conference. Removing the in-person requirement is critical to ensure the
health, safety, and welfare of HR professionals mainly tasked with completion of the Form I-9. Just as important is
the ability for high-volume employers and companies with growing remote workforces to be relieved from the
burdens associated with in-person inspection.
Below please find additional policy recommendations for consideration:
Response to COVID-19:

1. Issue additional clarifying guidance for the eventual wind-down of the I-9 Flexibility Guidance, which
includes a reasonable timeframe (no less than 90 days) to review documents in-person (if necessary) and/or
to institute an authorized agent policy in which to review on behalf of the employer. Such guidance should
include consolidated and consistent directives from both ICE and USCIS.
2. Extend the I-9 Flexibility Guidance until December 31, 2021, and extend if necessary.
Form I-9 Modernization:

3. Issue a simplified Form I-9 with updated instructions that contain a new List of Acceptable Documents Chart
(illustrating alternative acceptable documents) and offer flexibility when unexpected issues occur, including
delay in EAD processing or a global pandemic for example.
4. Streamline processes, for the Form I-9 and E-Verify and integrate them into a single process for employers
who choose or are mandated) to use E-Verify.
5. Issue public guidance on electronic I-9 systems, outlining issues that make a system “non-compliant” taking
into consideration the growth of technology since the electronic Form I-9 regulations were promulgated as
well as other federal agency guidance on matters such as electronic signatures (e.g., IRS) or audit trail
specifics (e.g., HIPPA).
6. Update the 1997 legacy INS memo, Interim Guidelines: Section 274A(b)(6) of the Immigration &
Nationality Act Added by Section 411 of the Illegal Immigration Reform & Immigrant Responsibility Act of
1996 (or the “Virtue Memorandum”) outlining technical and substantive Form I-9 violations so that
employers receive clear and current guidance on good-faith technical or procedural errors related to I-9
Forms.
SHRM is eager to partner with DHS in building a 21st-century immigration system that creates better workplaces and
promotes American prosperity. For further discussions on issues impacting workplace immigration, please contact
Chenai Kirkpatrick at Chenai.Kirkpatrick@shrm.org. Thank you for your consideration.

MODERNIZING
THE I-9 PROCESS
SHRM MEMBERS HAVE MADE IT CLEAR THAT IT IS TIME
FOR ONE RELIABLE, ENTIRELY ELECTRONIC EMPLOYMENT
VERIFICATION SYSTEM – ONE THAT BALANCES SECURITY
WITH EFFICIENCY.*
* This information is based on the responses of 1,367 SHRM members to an Immigration Processing Survey in May 2021.

MADE MORE BURDENSOME BY
THE REALITIES OF REMOTE WORK
With many employers having implemented remote operations for the first time,
the pandemic introduced many new challenges related to employment
verification.

(95%) indicated that they operated either
partially (58%) or fully remotely (37%) at some point during the
Most employers surveyed
pandemic.
Only

5% of those surveyed said they never operated remotely.

THE NEW WORKPLACE DEMANDS
GREATER FLEXIBILITY
As many employers continue to maintain partially or fully remote operations,
they foresee challenges with current I-9 flexibility guidance. Under the current
guidance, the timing and process to satisfy the physical inspection requirement
after returning to work remains unclear.

THE NEW WORKPLACE DEMANDS GREATER FLEXIBILITY
When asked how challenging they think it will be for their organization to
obtain, inspect and retain copies of documents collected during the remote

more than 7 in 10 of the
employers surveyed said it would be somewhat (25%) or very
(46%) challenging to do so.
work period within this timeframe,

3 in 10 said it would be not too challenging (18%)
or not at all challenging to do so (12%).
In contrast, just

THERE ARE SOLUTIONS
GOVERNMENT CAN HARNESS
Employers have ideas for how these processes could be improved to enhance
compliance.
When asked which pieces of additional guidance from the Department
of Homeland Security (USCIS/ICE) they would find helpful for
complying with current I-9 flexibilities…

As the Voice of All Things Work, SHRM
pursues nonpartisan public policy efforts to
promote flexible, inclusive and equitable
workplaces that help employers thrive as
talent is tapped, trained and empowered to
reach its full potential.
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